Success Stories
AMANA ACADEMY

Amana Academy
embed Kano within their
expeditionary learning-led
curriculum. Kano supports
kids learning geography
and STEM subjects within
the school day.
CLASSROOM

Why Kano?
Our curricular approach calls for our students
to solve real world problems using engineering
design and technology. Kano provides a very
accessible platform for students to be able to
develop original solutions through the use of
coding.
How has Kano impacted your learners?
Our students are thrilled to be working with the
Kano. It has not only accelerated our students’
interest in STEM careers, but integrating the
system into their core content areas is motivating
all of our students to dig in and take their learning
to the next level. We’re thrilled that Kano 4th and
5th grade students within the classroom and our
2nd and 8th grade students in our makerspace.
How does Kano work within the Expeditionary
Learning framework?
Amana was founded on the goal to bring
expeditionary learning to the fore in our education
provision. This approach encourages teachers to
develop products and projects that integrate all

of the content areas, connect with the community,
and solve a real world challenge. Kano have
helped us create meaningful and exciting
expeditions that fit into our core curriculum goals.
How does Kano support your curriculum design?
Kano helped us create a project where our kids
learned about the civil war. They used Minecraft
on Kano to design the battlefields and Make Art to
design their war-time flags!
Love for Kano
We’re really fortunate that Kano checks in with
us when we need extra support and ideas for
implementation. They’re always there for us.
Amana Academy is located in a suburb north of
Atlanta. It’s a public charter school that serves 750
students in grades K-8 from across our 70 mile long
county.
Learn more about Amana Academy and their Kano
story here.
Share your #KanoStory with us or get in touch for
more info at education@kano.me

